INSTRUCTIONS TO VOTERS

1. **TO VOTE, BLACKEN THE OVAL COMPLETELY.** An oval blackened completely to the left of the candidate choice indicates a vote for that candidate.

2. To write in a name, blacken the oval to the left of the line provided, and write in the name (or affix a pre-printed label) in the blank space(s) for the write-in candidate(s) for whom you wish to vote.

3. **DO NOT CROSS OUT.** If you make a mistake or change your mind, exchange your ballot for a new one.

### HOSPITAL

FOR LINCOLN HOSPITAL DISTRICT TRUSTEE
THREE YEAR TERM
(VOTE FOR TWO)

- JAMES “JIM” AGNER
- KEN LUMPKIN

### SCHOOL

FOR LINCOLN SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 38 TRUSTEE
THREE YEAR TERM
(VOTE FOR TWO)

- AARON BIRK HOLZ
- ELIZABETH CAIN
- KENNETH R PEARSON
- M’LISS WEISNER

### SEWER

FOR LINCOLN/LEWIS AND CLARK SEWER DISTRICT DIRECTOR
TWO YEAR TERM
(VOTE FOR ONE)

- VERA N. FOLEY
- DANIEL LERUM

Note: This ballot contains all contests to be voted on at the Election. Voters will receive a ballot with only those contests they are eligible to vote in.